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ABSTRACT

Development of information technology (IT) is used to support business sector, including banking. One of them, banking uses IT to improve the quality of service in the form of internet banking and mobile banking. Therefore, the research focused on development of mobile banking system using Near Field Communication (NFC) technology as client authentication and security system. Features on mobile banking system are checking balance information, mutation, electricity bill, a fellow bank transfer and transfers between Bank that has been working with ATM Bersama, as well as payment of electricity bills. System development using JAVA programming language with Android Studio tools, to access server using PHP with MySQL as database management, IdWebHost as hosting services, as well as data output using JSON format. Data collection method is done with interview stage and literature study. Researcher uses system development methods of Rapid Application Development (RAD), while testing using unit testing and user acceptance testing. Result of the study is secure mobile banking system utilizing Near Field Communication technology, PIN, and AES encryption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Development in information technology should be able to support business areas, including banking business, as regulated in Law Number 10 Article 2 Year 1998 on Amendment of Law Number 7 Year 1992 concerning Banking declare the main function of Indonesian banking is as collector and distributor of society’s funds. In carrying out these functions, banking business needs information technology such as internet banking and mobile banking.

Referring to the research results of Kadence International [1] regarding preference pattern banking customer to Banking E-Channel service conducted on November 21 to December 11, 2013, involving 453 respondents in four major cities in Indonesia: Jakarta, Medan, Makassar and Surabaya found that mobile banking is types of banking services most used by customer (67%), followed by internet banking (54%), and phone banking (28%). Meanwhile, based on survey conducted by Sharing Vision to the 8 major banks in Indonesia and according to various sources, the number of mobile banking users has reached approximately 19.9 [2].

Currently, mobile banking is growing because the service is able to provide the flexibility and practicality of transaction with the most basic features such as checking balance, pay bills, money transfer. This is supported by research conducted by [3] suggesting that banks are placing as much effort on digital marketing and tools as traditional brands.

The mobile banking concept that has been applied to the Bank in Indonesia, such as BCA Bank using Internet lines (GPRS / EDGE / 3G / WIFI) combined with Short Message Services (SMS) media, (BCA). Meanwhile, mobile banking that applied by BRI using SMS media. Smartphone consisting of several types are Android, Windows Phone, iOS, and Blackberry. Most Android smartphones in the market such as Samsung Galaxy S4, Samsung Galaxy Ace3 4G, and Sony Xperia SP has been attached Near Field Communication (NFC) technology. Growth in market share of the 4 types of smartphones is dominated by Android, as shown on Figure 1:

![Figure 1. Operating system marketshare](image)

Referring to data from PT. Bank Panin Syariah Tbk, the company has 3000 customers and has 8 units ATM machine in 2014 spread in Jakarta, Surabaya, Bekasi, Surabaya, Malang, Tangerang, Bandung and Semarang as facilities for customer to perform a variety of transactions. The existence of customers who are not always located in 8 regions make the customer cannot make transactions such as money transfer transactions among fellow customers of PT. Bank Panin Syariah and between banks when outside Jakarta, Surabaya, Bekasi, Surabaya, Malang, Tangerang, Bandung and Semarang. Whereas PT. Bank Panin Syariah has mission to realize Islamic financial services in a professional, trustworthy and responsible and provide products and services with the best standards according to the customer’s needs.

The adaptation of mobile banking and the security behind it has been a various studies among researcher, Madhoun [5] propose a solution that enhances the EMV protocol by adding a new security layer aiming to solve EMV weaknesses. We formally check the correctness of the proposal using a security verification tool called Scyther. Pourghomi [6] proposed protocol that eliminates the requirement of a shared secret between the Point-of-Sale (POS) and the Mobile Network Operator before execution of the protocol, a mandatory requirement in the earlier version of this protocol. This makes it more practicable and user friendly. At the end, the author provides a detailed analysis of the protocol.

Mobile banking actually is a system which facilitates financial services customer to conduct financial transaction via mobile phones or other electronic devices. Meanwhile, according to [7], mobile banking is a banking facility through mobile communication such as cellular phones with the provision of similar facilities with ATM but taking cash money.

According to Zainul Mufid, Rizal Bahaweres, Iwan Krisnadi [8], as well as development of mobile phone technology that
increases from WAP, GPRS and UMTS until HSPA for multimedia services to the next generation, banks are increasingly ready to provide services through the mobile phone. The bank will benefit more, cheaper admin fee, smaller number of branches, call centers are an efficient and economical maintenance costs. The following description of mobile banking system:

![Diagram of mobile banking system](image)

Figure 2. System mobile banking [9]

NFC is a short-range wireless connectivity technology-based standard that can make two-way simple and intuitive interaction between electronic devices. Communication between two NFC devices is done comfortably by touching one another [10]. Meanwhile, according to Made Krisnanda [11], NFC is a short range wireless technology that can be used to exchange data between devices.

According to TeknoJournal (2014), NFC technology has three modes, namely NFC card emulation mode, peer-to-peer mode, and reader/writer mode. The following NFC protocol chart:

![Diagram of NFC protocol](image)

Figure 3. NFC Protocol

In America, the use of mobile payment is already very popular. NFC works such as PayPass MasterCard and MasterCard or credit cards. In San Francisco, NFC is used as a means of payment for parking. In the Austrian NFC is also used for the payment of a train ticket. Meanwhile quoted from (Detik, 2015), one of McDonald’s fast food restaurants in the United States displaying a memo to employees that began on August 26, 2015, customers can use Android Pay to pay for food [12].

According to the JSON’s official website, JSON is a lightweight data interchange format, easily read and written by human, and easily translated and made (generated) by computer. This format is based on part of the Programming Language JavaScript, Standard ECMA-262 3rd Edition - December 1999. JSON is a text format that is independent of the programming language whatsoever for using a style commonly used by programmers family C including C, C++, C#, Java, JavaScript, Perl, Python etc. Because of these properties, making it ideal as a JSON- data exchange language.

According to the official website of JSON, JSON is made of two structures:

- A collection of name / value pairs. In some languages, this is expressed as an object, record, structure, dictionary, hash table, keyed list, or associative arrays.
- An ordered list of values. In most languages, this is expressed as an array, vector, lists, or sequences.

Broadly speaking, according to Gurpreet Singh [13], encryption is a technique to ensure the security of a data. Encryption algorithms make the process of substitution and transformation in plain text and convert it into...
Singh also specified that encryption algorithm is divided into two categories, namely symmetric-key and asymmetric-key. Symmetric key encryption is a cryptographic encryption and decryption using the same key. Meanwhile, encryption is asymmetric-key cryptography uses encryption and decryption keys are different, namely a public key and a private key.

Another research conducted by Azizah [14] stated that Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a form of encryption method used in the process of encoding a message. This algorithm began to be found in 1997, when the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) made a contest to find a new algorithm that can replace DES.

Also according to [14], the encryption algorithm AES is a block cipher algorithm that uses the same key for encryption and decryption. The key that is used here is called a symmetric key. AES encryption operation using multiple rounds in the process of encoding the message. There are several methods use different keys in the encryption process AES. These methods are referred to as operating models. There are six kinds of operating models used in the process of AES encryption, the electronic code book (ECB), cipher block chaining (CBC), counter (CTR), cipher feedback (CFB), output feedback (OFB), Galois counter mode (GCM).

The input and output of the AES algorithm consists of a sequence of 128 bits of data. The sequence data that has been formed in a group of 128 bits is also referred to as a data block or plaintext will be encrypted into ciphertext. Cipher key of AES is composed of a key with a length of 128 bits, 192 bits or 256 bits. Differences key length will affect the number of rounds that will be implemented in this AES algorithm. Here is a table showing the number of round / rounds (Nr) which must be implemented on each of the key length [15].

The concept of mobile banking system development proposes by PT. Bank Panin Syariah Tbk using Near Field Communication (NFC) technology. Commonwealth Bank of Australia has been implementing NFC in mobile banking. The Mobile banking has a tap & pay feature, customer can make payment at location that accept MasterCard® PayPass™. Meanwhile, the author implements NFC technology in this application as client authentication and security system.

The development of mobile banking system with Android-based operating system in PT. Bank Panin Sharia Tbk is designed to be developed. Therefore, the author limits this writing among others:

1. The author uses Android Studio tools for application creation. Tools that author used in the manufacture of the NinjaMock mockup, while for application layout using Adobe Photoshop CS6. Tools that author used in making the system concept that Microsoft Visio 2010.
2. MySQL as database management. Mobile banking system consists of three databases on one server using hosting service in IdWebHost. Output data using JSON format.
3. Using smartphone Galaxy S4 with operating system Android Lollipop 5.1.1.
4. Using RAD system development method and system testing methods unit testing and user acceptance testing.
5. Process on mobile banking application, namely customer activation, call center, information balance, information transfer, information postpaid electricity bill, transfer transactions between fellow PT.Bank Panin Syariah Tbk, transfers between banks in Indonesia, favorite transaction, see location of ATM PT. Bank Panin Syariah Tbk, postpaid payment of electricity bills, and sign out.
6. Application is tested or only work on Android that have NFC support.

The purpose of this study was to develop a mobile banking application using NFC technology with Android-based operating system for PT. Bank Panin Syariah as client authentication and security system.

II. METHODS

Based on the data collection methods and development of systems that author use, the development phase for the application will use the Rapid Application Development approach [16].
Rapid Application Development (RAD) is one method of developing an information system with a relatively short time. To develop a normal information system requires a minimum of 180 days but using the RAD method a system can be completed in only 30-90 days. The main goal of all system development methods is to provide a system that can meet the expectations of users, but often in developing a system does not involve the users of the system directly, so this causes the information system that is made far from the expectations of users that can result, although the system is acceptable but users are reluctant to use it or even users refuse to use it.

When RAD is implemented, users can become part of the overall system development process by acting as a decision maker at each stage of development.

RAD can produce a system quickly because the developed system can meet the wishes of the users so as to reduce the time for redevelopment after the implementation phase.

Testing perform using automation test requires fewer time and test cases to achieve coverage [17]

III. RESULT AND IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Use Case Diagram

Use case diagrams mobile banking application can be seen on Figure 4.

![Use case diagram](image)

**Figure 4. Use case diagram**

3.2 NFC Source Code

Android Studio tools that I use has provided library NFC. Library used to be preceded by the word import. The picture below is an NFC library that author use in the development of mobile banking applications.

```java
import android.nfc.FormatException;
import android.nfc.HexMessage;
import android.nfc.HexRecord;
import android.nfc.HexReader;
import android.nfc.Tag;
import android.nfc.tech.MifareUltraLight;
import android.nfc.tech.Ndef;
import android.nfc.tech.NfcA;
import android.nfc.tech.NfcF;
```

Authors create a class that contains model. Model that created in the class that is getType () and getValue (). Model getType () has the value of the type of the embedded NFC. Meanwhile, the model getValue () has a value messages stored on NFC card. Below is a drawing class that contains NFC models.

![Source code library NFC](image)

**Figure 5. Source code library NFC**
When user pressed NFC on smartphones, handleTagReceive method will be called from a class. Method handleTagReceive() will take the class parameter access. Method handleTagReceive() in charge of retrieving data from NFC card to be sent to class access it. Here is a picture of the source code handleTagReceive method().

In the Figure 8, when application accesses the class activity will automatically call directly method onResume(). Method onResume() will check NFC technology on smartphones. Smartphones that have the NFC technology will continue to carry that class when the user pressed the NFC.

In this approach, the application developed using technology one transaction password, soft token, or hard token that enable customers who do not use smart phones with NFC technology can make mobile banking transaction.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on research results and writing that author explains, it can be concluded that the mobile banking system PT. Bank Panin Syariah Tbk implement Near Field Communication
technology, PIN, and AES encryption as a way to provide security. Development of mobile banking system PT. Bank Panin Syariah Tbk starting from collection of data and information, identification system, designing 12 Use Case Diagram, Activity Diagram 9, 12 Sequence Diagram, Class Diagram 3 design, database design, user interface design, code generation program, and testing using the programming language Java with Android Studio tools, programming languages PHP, MySQL database, hosting IdWebHost using JSON services, RAD system development methods, and testing methods with unit testing and user acceptance testing.

The author realized that in doing research still has shortcomings. Therefore, the author advised to develop the study, among other:

1. The existence of call center feature at Central Office in addition to the Jakarta area.
2. Using near field communication reader technology. The Implementation is expected that mobile banking can be used to make purchases in stores at Indonesian Area.
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